Following files sent to NSS for safekeeping until Mr. Friedman's return. Forwarded as Package #WFF-24.


4. Three envelopes - Two containing miscellaneous papers and documents regarding the Pearl Harbor Attack. One containing: Document entitled, "Certain Aspects of 'Magic' in the Cryptological Background of the various official investigations to the attack on Pearl Harbor by William F. Friedman.


6. Four folders - SCAMP Lectures.

7. Two folders and two reels of tape. The Zimmermann Telegram lecture given before the Crypto-Mathematics Institute 8 Sept 58 at Ft. Meade, Maryland.

8. One envelope - Hagelin Correspondence.

9. Envelope containing miscellaneous information (Memos, Regs., etc.)

10. Mr. Friedman's copy of Yardley's "Black Chamber" w/notes.

11. Lecture cards: (1) Lecture notes for slides. (2) West Point Lecture. (3) Talk given 14 May before Cornell Alumni Class of 1914. (4) Notes on slides (to be remade) (5) Talk given before MI Section of Reserve Officers' Assn on 12 Dec 57.


Also envelope containing SECRET trash for destruction at NSS.